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Final report - Effective teaching online through reflection, 
collaboration, and expert input 
United Colleges Group 
Covid-19 lockdown led us to urgently address online teaching and learning. We 
established starting points and devised an intensive CPD programme to address 
specific areas of pedagogy and using online tools.  Teachers collaborated to reflect 
on their learning and how they were applying it in their online classroom to improve 
practice. 

Summary 
We provide maths and English GCSE and Functional Skills to approximately 1,200 
learners across a range of vocational areas at 5 London campuses. Many of our 
learners are from lower socio-economic groups. Our mission is to meet the diverse 
educational and skills needs of our learners and to raise aspirations through 
innovative and outward looking practice.  

Our aim was to enable a group of English specialists to explore methods for 
improving their learners’ experiences and outcomes in the blended learning 
environment (BLE). Since lockdown, teachers have been employing a variety of 
methods for remote learning, to varying degrees of success. Through collaborative 
practice, we focused on offering interventions to improve the effectiveness of 
teaching in the BLE. This meant facilitating reflective practice and capturing learner 
voice at every stage in order to improve levels of learner engagement and 
achievement. 

Rationale 
In common with many colleges, our learners face demotivation by having to 
repeatedly re-sit English GCSE and Functional Skills exams. Since the pandemic and 
subsequent lockdowns, this level of disengagement has intensified. Since the move 
to online teaching, we have attempted to employ a variety of methods and online 
tools. Our research (TES, 2021) was predicated on providing a platform to share 
what was going well, and to find some solutions to the problems we were 
encountering as a learning community. 

Specifically, we offered CPD on successful use of popular applications such as 
Microsoft OneNote and Teams for collaboration and teaching. We sought to 
measure the impact of a targeted programme of support and the resources 
provided. We applied the latest research on pedagogical approaches to blended 
learning (Ofsted, 2021a). The basis for these interventions came from an 
acknowledgement that although the participants in the project were competent and 
effective practitioners in face-to-face delivery, they wanted support to improve their 
online practices. Teachers were working from home and isolated.  This action 
research enabled them to identify their learning needs, receive expert input, and 
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practise new approaches, then share ideas, approaches, resources and experiences 
with peers to improve their skills and confidence in teaching online. 

Approach 

Step 1 – Initially we were going to examine the various approaches to 
asynchronous vs synchronous learning. However, we decided instead to focus on 
improving teachers’ pedagogical practice in the BLE because the pandemic meant 
we had to move to wholesale online teaching almost overnight! We therefore 
needed something that would lead to more impact in the short term. 

Our learning coaches asked for volunteers from the English department and we 
recruited 6 direct participants. 

Step 2 - To harness the collaborative nature of the project we used a Microsoft 
Forms survey to establish specific support needs in relation to teaching in 
the BLE   

The most popular responses from these requested support in how to:   

• Use OneNote, Teams, and Forms effectively to provide feedback, communicate 
and monitor learning   

• Adapt traditional pedagogy effectively for use in the BLE   
• Be engaging and present with confidence online   
• Effectively self-reflect on pedagogic practice in the BLE  

Step 3 - Research: meeting participants' expectations.  

We looked at guidance from the Government and ETF to inform our approach (see 
references). 

Discussions with experts, including our mentor, helped to shape the nature of our 
research going forward.  

Finally, we invited the participants to join online training events, with for example, 
The Skills and Education Group. 

Step 4 -What, Who, and How?   

Using our data to show baseline starting points (Appendix 5), we devised a 6 week, 
twice-weekly programme of online CPD sessions. Each session incorporated a 
professional discussion (attended by staff from across the group) to encourage 
the sharing of good practice and focused on one approach. Teachers, for example, 
shared examples of how they used OneNote in their own sessions with other 
teachers, and to share tips and “easy wins.”   

Sessions included: 

• OneNote to plan for success   
• Deeper learning in the BLE   
• Sequenced learning in the BLE   
• Microsoft Teams updates – getting the most from the latest features 
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• Using TikTok for revision. 

Sessions were teacher-led and therefore sometimes we returned to the same topic 
as different teachers would use the approach and share their experiences.  We 
included learner voice to include this perspective in our reflections.  This 
embedded our learning across the team, built confidence in using the BLE and 
created an environment where teachers could take risks and share their learning. 

Step 5: Dissemination 

To continue this work, we have developed an E-zine to share good practice across 
the college group.  This is an interactive newsletter that shares our practice 
through videos, comments and top tips. 

We also use ‘Researchmeet’, a national online group bringing together 
practitioners to examine lessons learned and share with colleagues. 

Professional learning: Evidence of changes in teaching, learning and assessment 
practices. 
Through this work, we have begun to think critically about our practice. Our teachers 
have found space to try out new approaches and share their learning with colleagues 
which has raised levels of confidence in remote teaching as well as creating a 
community of practice.  

We have built on established pedagogy (Sweller, 2011) such as embedded regular 
retrieval practice by using MS Forms and QR codes to engage learners. We 
established a centralised system of collating and providing feedback to learners via 
OneNote.  Previously this process was random with learners using a variety of 
modes including for example, attachments to email and sharing Word documents, 
resulting in confused and often lost feedback opportunities. Our CPD session 
resulted in tangible changes and every member of staff in the English department 
now uses OneNote successfully to track progress and provide personalised 
feedback (Appendix 1). 

We used Microsoft Teams as our primary vehicle for learning in lockdown, however 
feedback from learning walks suggested that there was inconsistent and ineffective 
use of this online tool. Many teachers used it as a meeting rather than a teaching 
tool, with sessions often dominated by teacher-talk and few opportunities for 
checking progress or monitoring learner engagement. Our session on Effective Use 
of Teams introduced staff to using breakout rooms, Whiteboard, Forms as polls, and 
the Insights app to monitor and engage learners. Feedback from staff and teachers 
for this indicated that this led to profound changes. As one teacher remarked: 

“We don’t have to fear the tools anymore – we can just focus on delivering good 
lessons again!” 
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This positive change was disseminated across the College group and recognised by 
Ofsted, who said, that the College: 

“provide appropriate staff development so that teachers are competent in using 
relevant online platforms.”  

(Ofsted, 2021b) 

There is a stronger culture of self-reflection as a result of our strategy of self-
recorded lessons, and completion for a self-reflection TLA form. One teacher 
remarked: 

“I was really shocked how little time I give my learners to respond to my questions!” 

(Appendix 4) 

Evidence of improved collaboration and changes in organisational practices 
The English department actively collaborated with colleagues from other campuses 
to share good practice on using effective and innovative learning strategies in the 
BLE. They used, ‘Think, Pair, Share’ and we held an online professional discussion 
(Appendices 3 & 4). Teachers shared the following recommendations, which were 
then implemented by teaching staff across the college group:  

• Learners who were initially reluctant to share ideas publicly on ‘Chat’ loved the 
ability to post in the teacher-learner area on OneNote and this also worked for 
learners who were similarly reluctant to engage face-to-face – and have now 
developed a new-found confidence. 

• Teachers recommended the use of OneNote as a marking and assessment tool, 
where they had the option to record verbal feedback, which saved time and 
enabled a more personalised experience.   

• One teacher recommended using the Insight app to encourage learners to stay in 
when they have logged in. Following this, using Insight was widely used to 
monitor log-in/log-out, but also to ensure they were there physically and hadn’t 
wandered off. 

Because of the success of filmed recorded online sessions and filmed face-to-face 
sessions, staff have developed much more confidence in self-reflection, and this 
practice has been successfully shared with colleagues in other departments, e.g., 
Business and Travel and Tourism.  

A further innovation is our new teaching and learning ‘E-zine’ – an interactive 
newsletter. We can use this to share the findings of our research and bring together 
a greater number of teachers to share their ideas and experiences. 

Evidence of improvement in learners’ achievements, retention and progression 
Our learner feedback showed evidence of significant improvement in the experience 
of learning online (Appendix 6). A learning coach observed two sessions where fruits 
of previous CPD sessions were apparent: The lecturers used OneNote to replace 
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screen sharing (which was limited by the requirement for all participants to remain 
on track at the same pace - not always realistic in varying home contexts, with 
variable internet speeds etc.) As a result, some of those learners who struggled, for 
instance due to SEN difficulties, were able to access the learning at their own pace. 
This was further informed by introducing these learners to the use of immersive 
reader in OneNote. One highly dyslexic learner commented:  

“Now I can blur out the rest of the writing, everything is so much easier to read and 
when my eyes are tired, I can ask it to read to me at my own speed.” 

Another commented: 

“I understand most of the information, but sometimes I just have to go over it again 
in my own time. This allows me to do that.”  

(Appendix 2) 

Following a session on using Microsoft Stream to enhance the learners’ BLE 
experience one learner said: 

“I believe that we are learning a lot more and at a much faster rate, than we would 
have done in class. The videos are also helpful as I can go back and watch them if I 
forget or miss something.” The teacher for this group also commented, “Your CPD 
has been amazingly productive. It has helped me save and upload so much content 
for learners to access in their own time. Thank you, Azmol.”  

(Appendix 2) 

Attendance across the groups associated with the projected demonstrated a marked 
improvement in line with the roll-out of our CPD delivery. See below. 

Online 
attendance October 2020 January 2020 April 2021 

Group 1 53% 67% 72% 

Group 2 44% 58% 60% 

Group 3 19% 67% 88% 

Crucially, when teachers were interviewed about this improvement, they were 
unanimous that there was a clear link between improved attendance and improved 
delivery as a result of training and collaboration. One teacher commented: 

“The added confidence has paid dividends; students, when they think they have 
posted a good idea, are then much happier to engage.”  Another added, “Thanks to 
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taking part in the research I was able to effectively review the merits and drawbacks 
of a range of approaches, then select the best for my particular requirements”. 

 (Appendix 4) 

Learning from this project 
What went well … 

• The simple act of naming: Do not call it a project – call it research! This instils 
in participants the sense that this is something autonomous and continuous. 

• We changed tack when required, and this meant we could maintain focus more 
appropriately. For example, at the outset our focus was going to be 
on asynchronous vs synchronous delivery. Soon we came to realise that this 
direction would not provide us with the useful outcomes we required, so 
we listened to the participants and adapted our planning accordingly. 

• In line with the previous point about changing direction, whilst we took charge of 
overseeing the operational elements, we allowed ourselves to 
be directed by participants’ areas of interest. 

• We learned a lot! In response to requests for specific training in particular areas 
of pedagogy we undertook copious research and summarised this 
to disseminate, and, in the process, our own presenting skills and 
confidence improved enormously e.g., we had to present our finding 
on Dissemination Day. 

• We also gained collaborative access to our colleagues across the FE sector and 
this allowed us to both share good practice and learn from others in similar 
situation.  

Even better if … 

• Teachers are busy! Flexibility is key. If we want people to give their 
time and energy, we need to be attentive to their needs, e.g., we responded to 
what they felt it was important for them to research / test. 

• Some CPD sessions we decided were necessary, ended up being poorly attended. 
Survey staff to ask what is that they feel THEY need, not impose it on them. 

• We harnessed support from members of the SLT: always useful but particularly 
so here as it allowed us the freedom, for example, to make time to collaborate 
across campuses.  

• Provide incentives to keep participants involved once recruited in the form of 
small gratuities e.g., stationery/remission; this should not be seen 
as uncompensated extra work. 

• We feel we could have benefited from having more time available in the working 
for the admin and research, because often we found ourselves working evenings 
and weekends. More than once we had to be chased for our monthly report! Next 
time we would negotiate in advance with our respective line managers 
to have ring-fenced time to work on the project. 
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Appendix 1 - OneNote Student Progress 
This is an example of 2 pieces of work from a learner which illustrates the impact of 
online feedback using OneNote instead of email. 

Using OneNote’s Class Notebook has enabled the teacher to provide feedback in a 
way that was not possible before.  

For example, as you can see, the teacher could easily provide colour-coded feedback 
with clear progression in one place as opposed to, for example, Work A, which was 
sent as an email attachment and possibly never read; teacher had no way of 
checking.  

With Sample B, the teacher was able to monitor that feedback was received and 
acted upon (Sample C). 

Work A 

  
Dear(Next door neighbour).  
I hope you’re doing well, I’m your next door neighbour. Although we’ve never met yet 
but with great honour, I would like to request your present on this coming ( Saturday) 
29th of January, 2021. Around 8pm for my birthday party at my house. The birthday 
celebration will take place in my house. While the proposed dress code will be Casual 
or anything you’d like to wear it.  
  
I would like you to come. It will be amazing, and a lot of  family and friends will be 
there to cheer me up. Although, time is money but I hope you will not miss the 
opportunity to meet me and my family.   
Also, I’d like to tell you this would be my first time celebrating my birthday; I 
wasn’t type people to celebrate birthdays but now I’d like to celebrate it and be happy 
as a clam. Could you please let me know if you can join us or not?  We’ll celebrate my 
birthday with great joy and excitement.  You must understand how important it’s to 
me. Hoping to meet you there and get along with you. I would be so thankful.  
   
Your sincerely: Balqis  
  
Balqis, this is good work. You have the correct tone and used some language features. 
The format is also correct. To improve further, please look at the yellow highlighted 
areas.   
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Sample B 

 

WRITING FROM THE COMMUNITY CENTRE TO ASK FOR HELP.  

  

Dear manager   

I am writing this email   to you today due the problems we have in the community 
centre;  that   I am working as a volunteer for the disability people. I was so shocked, 
astounded and flabbergasted when I started working there.  There are a lot of equipment 
our people need at  your local community  centre ; that needs to be dealt or else it will 
ruin our quality of life and also it will ruin our community centre. At first, I felt sadness as 
image of despair. So that , we would  like to discuss making community changes that 
ensure that people with disabilities have physical access to building and other spaces. 
People with disabilities cannot be denied access to service, furthermore I will list all things 
that we are most likely need at the moment that you can assist to your community: the 
obvious one is the physical: designing and building or changing structures and spaces to 
conform all needs. They need: canteens, access to buildings and other place a person 
might need to go for a walk, play, education, service, etc. also, physical access includes 
things like accessible routes, curb ramps, lift and bathroom accommodations and mobility 
aids. What about being treated different with no respect and not offering assistance in 
retail stores, restaurants and theaters? It feels miserable, right? That’s how they feel 
disabilities people.  

 Secondly, helping your community will always be a win-win situation. By joining together 
with your local customers, businesses and organization; you are promoting many 
different benefits such as economical growth charity.  There is no greater pride than 
helping your own community succeed, despite for anything.  Becoming involved in the 
community can open many doors, this will mean that when people come together for  a 
specific cause, the opportunities to network become abundant. "alone we can do so little; 
together we can do so much." HELEN KELLER. Consequently, grow your business by 
growing your people, if you want to grow your business; you need to grow your people. 
This is not a motivational quote but it is proven strategy  of the world’s most successful 
business. I hope you will consider our request; respect it and will help us in the future. I’d 
appreciate it. Thank you in advance.  

  

   

Green means you have done 
this very well.  

   

Amber means you need to take 
another look at this bullet point 
as you can improve this further.  

   

Red means this is incorrect.  

 

•  Communicates information, ideas and opinions with 
consistent clarity, using detail effectively for 
purpose and audience to an appropriate length.  

•  Organises writing using appropriate format and 
structure, including effective use of paragraphs, and 
sustaining cohesion, e.g. using 
organisational markers.  

•  Uses a range of sentences, including complex 
sentences, accurately and effectively.  
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•  Uses language and register, including an extensive 
range of vocabulary, appropriate to purpose and 
audience.  

 

What you need to improve:  

 

 Please spend some time going over your work. It 
needs checking for errors. I have highlighted some of 
them in red.   

 

Sample C 

Dear Mr. Hussain, 

I am writing this email to you today due to the problems we have in the 
community centre;  that I am working as a volunteer for the disability people. I 
was so shocked, astounded and flabbergasted when I started working there.  
There are a lot of equipment our people need at  your local community centre ; 
that needs to be dealt or else it will ruin our quality of life and also it will ruin our 
community centre. At first, I felt sadness as image of despair. So that , we would  
like to discuss making community changes that ensure that people with 
disabilities have physical access to building and other spaces. People with 
disabilities cannot be denied access to service, furthermore I will list all things 
that we are most likely need at the moment that you can assist to your 
community: the obvious one is the physical: designing and building or changing 
structures and spaces to conform all needs. They need: canteens, access to 
buildings and other place a person might need to go for a walk, play, education, 
service, etc. also, physical access includes things like accessible routes, curb 
ramps, lift and bathroom accommodations and mobility aids. What about being 
treated different with no respect and not offering assistance in retail stores, 
restaurants and theaters? It feels miserable, right? That’s how they feel 
disabilities people.  

Secondly, helping your community will always be a win-win situation. By joining 
together with your local customers, businesses and organizations; you are 
promoting many different benefits such as economic growth and development.  
There is no greater pride than helping your own community succeed.   

Becoming involved in the community can open many doors. This will mean that 
when people come together for a specific cause, the opportunities to network 
become abundant. If you want to grow your business, you need to grow your 
people. I hope you will consider our request and help us in the future.  

 

Thank you in advance.  
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Appendix 2 - Learner Survey 

Online Learning Experience Survey 
1) On a scale of 1 – 10, where 1 is “Not at all” and 10 is “Enormously” how would 

you rate your online learning experience this term compared to last term?  
(This was before staff received training.) 

 

2) Explain why you chose this score. 

  

 Improvement on 
Scale of 1-10 

Why is it better? 

 

Student A 

 

 

8 

Because every lesson our teacher always set 
our work on OneNote to complete the starters 
before the lesson. This is a great way of 
learning because it refresh our memory of what 
we was doing last week. 

Student B 
 

10 

I believe that we are learning a lot more and at a 
much faster rate, than we would have done in 
class. The videos in OneNote are also helpful as 
i can go back and watch them if i forget or miss 
something. 

Student C 
 

9 

I chose that score because the online classes 
that are delivered are in good standard. For 
instance, in One Note there are lessons 
objectives for each week which allows me to 
get an idea on what we are going to learn.  

Student D 10 

No Distractions Easy to Follow at own pace 
subtitles and transcript to understand better in 
case the PC audio isn't good  

that the work is easier to understand and I 
manage to understand it and take some 
knowledge after the lesson 

 

Student E 
10 

There are many positive factors about my 
online classes this term. 

I'd say it is now better than the usual in-person 
classes. No noisy students and I can revisit 
OneNote if I miss out on anything important.  

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/jpJa4hUxXbA/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fucguk-my.sharepoint.com%2F%3Aw%3A%2Fg%2Fpersonal%2Fnora_holder_cwc_ac_uk%2FEUGEXMYg9d5CtPyNGys4dS8BAfR9Cxsoy1R6M7JZBSoWjg%3Fe%3DEhc8TO
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Appendix 3 - Teacher Created Resources OTLA 

Think>Pair>Share adapted for online delivery to encourage engagement and 
collaboration. 
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Example of using Teams Assignments created by Teacher A to monitor homework 
and provide feedback 
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Example of successful implementation of OneNote by Teacher B (learners’ names 
redacted) 
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Plenary created and shared by Teacher C 
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Retrieval practice for Functional Skills created on Microsoft Forms for online 
delivery 
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Appendix 4 – Teacher Testimonials from taking part in the 
research 

Summarised from Professional Discussion (Microsoft Teams) March 29th 2021 
Question 1) What have you found impactful as a result of our research? 

• Using OneNote to organise learners’ work and provide effective feedback has 
made online teaching feel much more structured and on a par with the quality of 
delivery in face-to-face teaching. 

• Embedding short film clips in presentations has vastly improved learners’ 
listening skills online. 

• Creating hyperlinks to share resources more easily in Teams lessons has enabled 
me to use the vast array of self-made resources without having to upload 
individually as attachments. 

• Incorporating activities in presentation slides has contributed to much more 
interactivity and engagement from the learners. 

• Using breakout rooms and whiteboards within them, to create group space to 
collaborate in small groups away from main session, then return with ideas for 
discussion has had enormous impact for me and my learners – before this, I felt 
like I was doing all the work! 

• Using Menti to create mind maps and word clouds made me feel much more 
confident that I was delivering an EIF-friendly lesson when I was observed during 
the OFSTED inspection. 

• Kahoot! Quizizz, Quizlet etc. has meant I am effectively using retrieval practice 
effectively online to embed deeper learning. This has also been an engaging way 
to employ a range of assessment methods. 

• Using emojis and the “Praise” function to improve buy-in has been a spectacularly 
simple easy win. 

• Because we will most likely be assessing our learners internally again this year, 
we will now have all the data in one place as a result of using OneNote. 

 

Question 2) What challenges have you overcome as a result of taking part in the OTLA 
research? 

• Reticence: students who were happy to be unseen “passengers.” I have 
successfully overcome this by asking them to write a short suggested responses 
in the chat pane, then responding with praise and encouragement, and asking 
them to expand on it. The added confidence has paid dividends; students, when 
they think they have posted a good idea, are then much happier to engage. 

• Using OneNote! First I had to learn how to use it myself – then teach the learners. 
• Being overwhelmed by advice and resources for succeeding online! Thanks to 

taking part in the research I was able to effectively the merits and drawbacks of a 
range of approaches, then select the best for my particular requirements. 
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• Students who were initially reluctant to share ideas publicly on “Chat” loved the 
ability to post in the teacher-student area on OneNote, and this also worked for 
students who were similarly reluctant to engage face-to-face – they have now 
developed a new-found confidence. 

• Getting learners to stay in when they have logged in! Using Insights has changed 
my life! Now I can monitor log-in/log-out, and to ensure they are there physically 
and haven’t wandered off, regularly ask them all to raise their hand – so simple 
and effective! 

• Getting students to ask questions as they would in face-to-face lessons if they 
don’t understand something: incorporating a plenary (e.g. the one-minute paper 
on Forms which I have created and shared) asking learners to write down 2 
things they felt they could do with more help with from the day’s session. 

• Monitoring homework completion. Microsoft Assignments has been amazing for 
asynchronous delivery – I can set clear deadlines, then see at a glance who has 
and who has not completed their work, then it is a simple matter of messaging 
them on Teams Chat. 

• Lecturing instead of teaching: my delivery online has become so much more 
student-centred. I am now much more comfortable doing group work using 
breakout rooms. 

• Not having my physical whiteboard to explain and capture learning in the 
traditional way. Now, thanks to our research I have been happily using the online 
version to illustrate, and explain key ideas and simplifying points with my usual 
silly drawings – I feel so much more at home now in the online environment.  

• Lack of confidence. I am a teacher with 20 years of experience and I was 
absolutely terrified at the idea of teaching using technology. In every observation 
my feedback always had something relating to the requirement to embed digital 
skills in my classroom. Taking part in this collaboration has changed my life! I am 
now determined to apply for Microsoft innovative Expert Educator status.  
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Appendix 5 - Feedback for online training 

ID What session have you 
just attended? 

How useful did you 
find this session - 
where 1 is "not at 
all", and 10 is 
"extremely useful?" 

What one thing will you do differently as a result of this 
training? 

What future online training would you like to receive? 

1 Moving on line 10 Use flip grid  One note  

2 Teams Updates 10 Participant list, whiteboard in breakout rooms. One Note with one-to-one session. 

3 Teams update 10 use whiteboard collaboratively in breakout groups.  More of the same. Whenever there are new updates  

4 Teams update 8 Teams Rooms Administering tests on Teams 

5 TEAMS  UPDATE 10 USE  WHITEBOARD, BREAKOUT ROOMS, INSIGHTS 
APP, POLLS,  AND THE PARTICIPANTS LIST COLLABORATING USING ONE NOTE 

6 Teams update 10 Breakout rooms     insight Sway 

7 Teams update 10 nothing - delivery and content were fine SWAY was mentioned during the session - I would like to 
have training for that. 

8 Teams with Nora 10 i will use the chat rooms more for student group work, 
and the whiteboard app in teams i would like training using the SWAY app 

9 OneNote 6 Checking my progress on online lessons, engaging and motivating learners  
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10 TEAMS, Trouble 
Shooting' drop-in... 10 

Embed the techniques I learnt with my staff/learners 
asap e.g. share learning with staff, set-up break-out 
rooms for student/staff and provide folders for marked 
work… 

I now have enough training to master, although once I have 
consolidated this, I will contact you; thank you! 

11 EMS: Teams update  8 Use whiteboard in groups  Assignments 

12 Using OneNote 7 I will try break out room in my online sessions. engaging learners in online learning 

15 Teams 
troubleshooting 10 Use some of the functions I was shown such as the 

break out rooms. Mindfulness 

16 Moving Online 10 Opening lessons with engagement. This session was 
wonderful! One-to-one interactive one note sessions. 

17 MOVING ONLINE 6 Hope to use flipgrid and Slido as devices for 
engagement Online training to use the above for Science led 

18 

Moving online - 
accessibility 
Engagement and 
wellbeing   

6 making lesson more interactive  use of Teams and how to make QR links  

21 
Accessibility, 
Engagement and 
Well-being CPD  

10 I will ask/check on my learners alot more often Mmore online teaching tool. Miscrosoft programmes that 
will enhace my sessions. 
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Moving online - 
Accessibility, 
Engagement and 
Well-being 
Accessibility, 
Engagement and 
Well-being CPD 

9 will be focusing on my wellbeing more often  different type of tech app to get leaners more engaged in 
my lesson  

25 Online Qualification 
delivery 10 

I will get make sure that the work I have collected 
insofar is sorted, which will then leave me with the work 
to collect. Also, have a plan B in place. 

The training, that I have been in receipt as yet is answering 
my needs. However, I would like support for presenting the 
Maths L2 Gateway qualification. 

26 teams update 10 using the poll  na 

27 Move online 9 noise supression, whiteboard, share via browser 
There is a lot to take in right now, then try, see if it works 
and how effective that is. I don't know what I don't know, it 
feels overwhelming 

28 Teams update 10 To use break out room. Teams 

29 Moving on-line 9 Add more interactive activities to engage learners. Learning about new online apps and a demonstration of 
how to use them. 

30 Moving online 10 Try a few more apps to see  what works best for me Want to perfect the ones I have seen this week first 

31 

Moving on-line: 
Accessibility, 
Engagement and 
Well-being 

10 introduce more relevant apps to use such as QR code Flip-grid  for sure 
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32 Moving Online 8 To start using Slido.com How to use Flipgrid in science lessons. 

33 Moving Online CPD 10 Think-pair-share, femi questioning Collaboration across curriculum. External speakers coming 
in skills. 

34 Moving Online 9 Using the different ways of retrieving information from 
the past lessons different ways of engaging learners online 

35 Retrieval practice for 
deeper learning  9 One minute feedback forms to build up more ideas about retrieval student information  

36 How to Embed 
English and maths 10 

Find innovative ways to implement maths in relation to 
the course health and social care that I teach for 
learners  

How to work with LSA and make learning for students with 
needs easier  

37 Sequencing  10 Making sure that my planning follows a spiral 
curriculum. 
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Appendix 6 - Learner case studies: Student Voice 

 Student A  Student B 

Profile comment 
05/11/2020 

Has indicated that she struggles with lockdown. 
Struggles to focus at home and finds it hard to pay 
attention in online lessons. For this reason, lots of 
directed questioning and pair work in Teams rooms is a 
useful strategy as she has to collaborate.  

Overseas quals. Struggles to understand spoken 
English. Lives in a non-English speaking household with 
relatives (not immediate family). To address the 
struggle with ESOL issues, been advised to listen to 
podcasts/radio, and to daily read English newspapers. 
Needs constant directed Q&A in online sessions as 
otherwise does not engage. 

Before intervention (survey 
question) 
 
05/11/2020 
 
Question: What is your experience 
like in online English lessons? 

My lesson is always interrupted because the teacher 
does not know how to use Teams properly and she 
always gets confused. She told us to use OneNote but 
she doesn’t even know how to use it properly.   

Sometimes I am confused in Teams lesson. Other 
learners are speaking and I am not clear what we are 
doing. Everything is slow in lesson and confused. No 
one knows how to use OneNote. Miss is not very sure 
about it. 

After intervention 
(survey question) 
 
01/03/2021    
 
Question: What is your experience 
like in online English lessons? 

I give this 8/10 because the online classes that are 
delivered are in good standard. For instance, in One 
Note there are lessons objectives for each week which 
allows me to get an idea on what we are going to learn. 
Teams has also been amazing because we can ask 
questions to the teacher and also my classmates, so 
they can help me.  

This is very good 10/10 because every lesson our 
teacher always set our work on OneNote to complete 
the starters before the lesson. This is a great way of 
learning because it refresh our memory of what we was 
doing last week. before this I don’t know what I am 
learning in each lesson. Thank you. 

 

https://ucguk-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/nora_holder_cwc_ac_uk/EXp40bfscjlIhrOaxnH0AksBx6JI-VeWZzZDUw8euSWjJg?e=hZHyLl
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Appendix 7 - Links to training sessions 

Sequencing of Learning 
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https://youtu.be/yQfYzZbOLYA  

 

https://youtu.be/yQfYzZbOLYA
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https://youtu.be/LuxB7zLJ0b4  

 

https://youtu.be/LuxB7zLJ0b4
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Retrieval Practice for Deeper Learning  
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https://youtu.be/Pjrqc6UMDKM  

 

https://youtu.be/Pjrqc6UMDKM
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https://youtu.be/L6vJsGWMvfc  

https://youtu.be/L6vJsGWMvfc
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Effective use of OneNote Class Notebook  
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https://youtu.be/DmmCPsYVyuU  

 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/office/use-onenote-class-
notebook-in-teams-bd77f11f-27cd-4d41-bfbd-
2b11799f1440#:~:text=%20Use%20OneNote%20Class%20Notebook
%20in%20Teams%20,by%20selecting%20Expand%20tab%20.%20%2
0More%20 

  

https://youtu.be/DmmCPsYVyuU
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/office/use-onenote-class-notebook-in-teams-bd77f11f-27cd-4d41-bfbd-2b11799f1440
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/office/use-onenote-class-notebook-in-teams-bd77f11f-27cd-4d41-bfbd-2b11799f1440
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/office/use-onenote-class-notebook-in-teams-bd77f11f-27cd-4d41-bfbd-2b11799f1440
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/office/use-onenote-class-notebook-in-teams-bd77f11f-27cd-4d41-bfbd-2b11799f1440
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/office/use-onenote-class-notebook-in-teams-bd77f11f-27cd-4d41-bfbd-2b11799f1440
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/office/use-onenote-class-notebook-in-teams-bd77f11f-27cd-4d41-bfbd-2b11799f1440
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Microsoft Teams update   
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https://youtu.be/NWK1rhYBBHk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-W0MXBapN4  

 

 

https://youtu.be/NWK1rhYBBHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-W0MXBapN4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIjfqv54Tgs 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIjfqv54Tgs
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https://youtu.be/kt7rfydMCRY  

 

 

https://youtu.be/kt7rfydMCRY
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Brilliant Basics CPD - Questioning   
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